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Abstract 

Recent years have witnessed the developments in online social network that has provided convenient services 

of instant communication, social interaction, and information dissemination. Billions of messages are 

transmitted through online social websites and mobile social applications in every day, where spam messages 

are also spread rapidly by illegal accounts for malicious purposes that would threaten the quality and security 

of social network. Therefore, we propose an auto-encoding bilinear classifier to achieve twitter spam detection 

based on reconstruction error. Firstly, the raw hand-crafted features are considered as the global information, 

and multiple convolution kernels are employed to extract the local information as additional features. Then, 

two types of features are utilized to learn the reconstructed representation in an auto-encoder, which is expected 

to capture only the distribution of normal data, and correctly reconstructed the original sample if it meets the 

normal pattern. Consequently, the reconstruction error is a feasible indicator for spam detection. The bilinear 

mapping is exploited to capture the pairwise difference, and a feed forward network is utilized to identify the 

spam data based on the evidence from the bilinear mapping. A cosine reconstruction loss is designed to 

minimize the reconstruction error of normal pattern, while maximize that of spam pattern. Qualitative and 

quantitative experiments have been conducted on two real datasets. The experimental results have 

demonstrated our proposed model can achieve the competitive performances for twitter spam detection. 
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1. Introduction 

Recent years have witnessed the surge of online social network, which has attracted a large number of 

registered users with convenient services, flexible access, and rich content. Nowadays, social network 

has become not only a platform of social interaction, but also a new medium of information 

dissemination. However, the rapid dissemination of messages has also brought new challenges to social 

network security. Online users may receive numerous messages each day in an active or passive manner. 

It is difficult to distinguish the security of received messages, which could be full of advertisements, 

frauds and other spam information. Malicious and fake messages are usually spread from illegal accounts 
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that are automatically registered by scripts and programs for illegal purposes. Such automation scripts 

are also known as social bots [1] that randomly send friend requests to massive users. If the victim accepts 

the request, social bots would attempt to start chat sessions for collecting personal privacy or sending 

spam messages with URLs directed to external malicious websites. A study of 13 million spam emails 

also found more than 100 thousand samples contained malicious attachments, and about 1.4 million 

samples had malicious links [2]. 

Facebook has 655 million registered users that have shared 4.75 billion messages up to 2012 [3]. 

However, there are about 8.7% fake users in Facebook. The similar threats also exist in Twitter, where 

5% users are identified as fake users. Zafarani and Liu [4] pointed out the proportion of fake users can 

even be up to 10% or more. Twitter, founded in 2006, is one of the most popular mobile social 

applications in recent years. It provides the micro-blog service that allows users to share their experiences 

and viewpoints with their followers in the form of short texts (a.k.a tweets). The followers can receive 

the latest tweets and learn about the status of the followed users. Numerous public characters have 

registered their accounts to keep in touch with the fans and enlarge their influence. A report in 2013 

showed that 200 million users of Twitter can publish 400 million tweets per day [5]. The popularity of 

Twitter has also attracted the attention of attackers. Fazil and Abulaish [6] proposed that a tweet would 

be a spam if it contains URLs directed to malware downloading, phishing, drug trafficking, fraud, and 

other external malicious websites. 

Security threats have already been noticed by Twitter, and the filtering rules are predefined on Twitter 

servers for spam detection. For instance, an account would be suspected as malicious by the servers if it 

sends a large number of friend requests, duplicate tweets, or link-only tweets [7]. Although the filtering 

rules can detect spam tweets quickly, these hand-crafted rules always lag in the game with attackers and 

have a higher missing alarm rate. For example, a spam account usually follows a large number of users 

randomly, while it has few followers. Rule-based methods can utilize this feature to identify spam 

accounts. However, the attackers can disguise their accounts by buying followers from the third-party 

service providers. Alazab and Broadhurst [2] also pointed out that the growth of Internet can cause the 

increased sophistication of malicious software and tools. Therefore, it is required for better feature 

extraction and automatic detection methods for more complex spam patterns. 

Current studies are based on different machine learning or deep learning models for automatic spam 

detection. For example, Cheng et al. [8] employed logistic regression to detect malicious users in Twitter, 

and found that malicious users can be recognized according to the length, complexity, and diversity of 

screen names. Washha et al. [9] proposed the unsupervised collective-based framework for real-time 

spam tweet detection, which had solved the problem of concept drift. The approach based on Markov 

random field was proposed in [10] for social spam evolution problem, in which the biased and inaccurate 

prior predictions were tolerated by the probabilistic graphical model for higher recall. 

Machine learning-based methods have improved the performance of spam detection effectively. But 

these methods require expert knowledge and are vulnerable for massive data. Decision tree is usually 

suitable for discrete features, but there are many continuous statistics in Twitter data. Although 

continuous features can be transformed into discrete features by discretization methods, it might cause 

information loss in the process of transforming. Logic regression learns parameters by maximum 

likelihood estimation, which is appropriate for continuous features, but sensitive to the correlation 

between features. Support vector machine (SVM) is widely utilized in text processing by minimizing the 

structure risk, but it is only fit for small-scale datasets. The decision function of SVM is determined by 

few support vectors which makes it difficult to handle massive samples. 

Deep learning methods are known as automatic feature extraction and parameter optimization from 

massive data. Sicato et al. [11] had made a comprehensive analysis to evaluate the impact of deep learning 

on security issues. Common network architectures of deep learning include deep neural network (DNN), 

convolution neural network (CNN), recurrent neural network (RNN), and auto-encoder. DNN achieves 

the multi-layer nonlinear mapping of original features by stacked fully connected layers and it is widely 

applied in classification tasks. CNN is appropriate for image, video, and other multimedia processing. 
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The high-level local spatial information is extracted by CNN through performing convolution operation 

on original features [12]. The temporal features are extracted by RNN and sequential information is 

memorized in hidden states which are applicable for audio, text, and other sequential data. The auto-

encoder exploits a structure of encoder-decoder to compress high-dimensional features into a low-

dimensional space for information refining, or map low-dimensional features to a high-dimensional space 

for capturing abundant information. Recent years have witnessed their applications in various fields. In 

commercial fields, Asghar et al. [13] developed a fuzzy-based eSystem with DNN to provide a feasible 

solution for customer feedback and satisfaction. In healthcare fields, Lee et al. [14] proposed a multi-

class classification model with neural networks to monitor the events from healthcare environments. In 

security fields, Rathore and Park [15] proposed a secure learning scheme for cyber-physical systems, 

where deep learning methods were operated in a decentralized and secure manner. 

Based on the aforementioned analysis and comparison, the auto-encoding bilinear classifier (ABC) is 

proposed for spam detection in this paper. Inspired by the work of Tan et al. [16], the local features are 

extracted by multiple one-dimensional convolution kernels, while Tan et al. [16] employed a sliding 

window to perform local feature extraction. Original features are considered as the global information 

and input into the auto-encoder with local features for learning the reconstructed representation. The auto-

encoder is expected to reconstruct normal data correctly while generate higher reconstruction errors for 

spam data. Consequently, the difference between the original and reconstructed representation becomes 

an indicator for spam detection. Then, the bilinear mapping is introduced to capture the pairwise 

difference between reconstructed and original representations. Lastly, a feed forward network composed 

of stacked fully connected layers is utilized to identify the spams based on the evidence from bilinear 

mapping. The entire model is optimized by cosine reconstruction loss that increases the reconstruction 

error for spam pattern, while reduces that for normal pattern. Two datasets collected from Twitter are 

employed for evaluation and analysis. The first one is collected by Lee et al. [17] and named as Social 

Honeypot (https://infolab.tamu.edu/data/#social-honeypot-dataset). The other one is 6 Million Spam 

Tweets (http://nsclab.org/nsclab/resources/) published by Chen et al. [5]. In addition, we have constructed 

novel user-based features for Social Honeypot dataset. The empiric results have demonstrated that the 

extended features can improve the performances both deep learning and machine learning methods. The 

main contributions are three-fold: 

⚫ We proposed to employ the reconstruction error as the indicator of spam detection, and design the 

auto-encoding bilinear classifier to capture the pair-wise error between the reconstructed 

representation and raw inputs. Empiric results on two twitter spam datasets have demonstrated its 

competitive performance. 

⚫ Inspired by the work of [16], we propose to extract local features by convolution kernels with 

different size as a supplement of global features. Quantitative experiments and ablation study have 

proved its positive impact on spam detection. 

⚫ We design a cosine reconstruction loss for model optimization, which can increase the 

reconstruction error between the modeling pattern and spam pattern for easier identification. 

The remains of this paper are organized as follows. Common features and models using in spam 

detection are reviewed and summarized in Section 2. The extended features of Honeypot dataset and our 

improved methods are introduced in Section 3. Section 4 shows the experimental results and corresponding 

analysis on two datasets. The conclusion and future works are discussed in Section 5. 

 

2. Related Work  

Two hundred million users have shared about 400 million tweets per day on Twitter. A tweet is defined 

as a short message that can be easily understood by users. The content of tweets could contain arbitrary 

characters, in which “#words” is a hash tag utilized to aggregate tweets on specific topics. “@username” 

is a symbol known as a mention which could directly push messages to a specific user, even there is no 
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following or friend relationship between users. Tweets also contain URLs that may direct users to 

external malicious websites, such as phishing, Trojan horse, advertising, etc. 

A tweet spam is defined as a tweet contains URLs directed to malware downloading, phishing, drug 

trafficking, fraud, and other external malicious websites [6]. According to this point of view, spam 

detection can be implemented by judging whether malicious URLs are in the tweet or not. Some online 

social websites will send a warning when users click a link in the tweet and are redirect to the external 

website. Another common method is to create a blacklist of known malicious URLs and filter each tweet. 

However, attackers can modify the characters of URLs in the tweet through Short URL services and 

exploit a third-party website for redirecting. These short URLs are usually composed of meaningless 

characters and can be changed frequently. Consequently, it is difficult to filter the changeable malicious 

URLs with blacklists. 

Given a set of k users {𝑢1, 𝑢2, ⋯ , 𝑢𝑘}, where each user 𝑢𝑖  has a feature set 𝐹𝑢1
= {𝑓1, 𝑓2, ⋯ , 𝑓𝑚}. These 

features are extracted from the accounts, contents, network structures, etc. The problem of spam detection 

in social network is defined as training a classifier c to predict the label (spammer or legitimate) of the 

user with the feature set. Conventional detection methods for spam emails usually focus on the content 

of emails. Although attackers can be identified, they are not banned from sending spam emails to others. 

Different from spam email detection, the spam detection for social network not only detects spam 

messages, but also identifies and removes spam accounts. 

Most existing methods for spam detection are based on various machine learning algorithms to build a 

classifier with hand-crafted statistical features. These features can be grouped into five categories as 

described in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Common hand-crafted statistical features for spam detection 

Category Description Examples 

user-based The basic attributes of registered accounts, 

may be restricted by privacy policy. 

Screen name, number of followings and 

followers. 

content-based Features about historical messages of users, 

including semantic and grammatical features. 

News, topics, emotions, structure, theme, 

symbol usage, symbol meaning. 

network-based The attributes extracted from the relationship 

network between users. 

Connectivity relations, structure metrics, in-

degree, out-degree, clustering coefficient, 

centrality. 

activity-based The pattern of individual or network behaviors. The number, frequency, and regularity of 

publishing messages, the interactions with 

friends. 

auxiliary Other characteristics exploited in spam 

detection. 

The change of content, network, activity 

features in time scale, the comments from 

special items or users. 

 

Masood et al. [18] also proposed a survey about the features applied in spam detection. They mentioned 

that the depth of conversation tree, composed of comments from other users, can be utilized for fake 

news detection [19], because the comments from other users can reflect the quality and authenticity of 

the news in a similar motivation of crowd-sourcing.  Hakak et al. [20] also employed the location, events, 

laws, and other context-related features to recognize fake news. Therefore, the features that can be 

exploited in spam detection are not limited to the content in Table 1, and feature extraction still plays a 

crucial role in our study. 

In recent years, deep neural networks with diverse architectures have been applied in spam detection 

and security issues, such as Makkar and Kumar [21] had proved a web cognitive spammer framework 

based on deep learning. Long short-term memory (LSTM) network was trained with link-based features, 

and neutral network was trained with content-based features. Tang et al. [22] proposed that behavior 

features are effective in spam review detection, but it takes time to track and collect features, which are 
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vulnerable to cold-start spam reviews. They proposed to synthesize behavior features from accessible 

features by adversarial training. An integrated approach of CNN and LSTM was proposed for text spam 

detection in short message service (SMS) [23], which had shown the excellent performance of deep 

learning methods on spam detection task. Liu et al. [24] proposed a complex probabilistic graph method 

to capture the relation between opinion reviews. The features of reviewers and products were 

incorporated to learn the embedding representation of related reviews. Park et al. [25] proposed a scalable 

network architecture for smart city, where deep learning technologies provided the architecture with 

cognitive ability. Sharma et al. [26] developed an efficient and accurate architecture for smart home, in 

which the packet detection method was exploited to prevent security threats. Similarly, Sicato et al. [27] 

paid attention to the threat from malware attacks in smart home, and proposed an intrusion detection 

method as the defense mechanism. Since spam detection is a hot issue in the community, we briefly 

summarize some representative methods from 2018 to 2022 [6, 7, 9, 10, 16, 20-22, 24, 28-34], where 

these methods depend heavily on different categories of features, as shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Summary of current methods for spam detection from 2018 to 2022 

Study Year Basic model Feature category Limitations 

Fazil and Abulaish [6] 2018 Random forest, 

decision tree, 

Bayesian network 

user-based, content-based, 

network-based, activity-

based 

heavily relying on features, 

limited scalability 

Madisetty and Desarkar 

[28] 

2018 CNN user-based, content-based low recall and F1 score 

Inuwa-Dutse et al. [29] 2018 Latent semantic 

analysis 

user-based, content-based, 

network-based 

low efficiency caused by concept 

retrieval 

Washha et al. [9] 2019 Non-negative matrix 

factorization 

user-based, content-based without control of cached data, 

high space occupation 

Liu et al. [24] 2019 Bayesian network user-based, content-based vulnerable for modality missing 

Kabakus and Kara [30] 2019 Naïve Bayes (NB) user-based, content-based potential hypothesis of feature 

independence 

El-Mawass et al. [10] 2020 Markov random field 

(MRF) 

user-based, content-based, 

activity-based 

long execution time, high 

complexity 

Tan et al. [16] 2020 Decision tree content-based sensitive to the size of sliding 

window 

Makkar and Kumar [21] 2020 LSTM user-based, activity-based high space occupation caused by 

ensemble models 

Tang et al. [22] 2020 Generative adversarial 

network 

activity-based unstable training process, part of 

access-restricted features 

Hakka et al. [20] 2020 CNN, LSTM content-based large number of learnable 

parameters 

Seyler et al. [7] 2021 CNN, LSTM content-based requiring domain knowledge 

about spam words 

Ahmad et al. [31] 2021 SVM user-based, content-based, 

network-based, activity-

based 

sensitive to kernel selection 

Abkenar et al. [32] 2021 Random forest user-based, content-based only evaluated on one dataset 

Kiruthika Devi and 

Sathish Kumar [33] 

2022 CNN user-based, content-based low performance compared with 

baselines 

Liu et al. [34] 2022 CNN, LSTM content-based neglecting discrete and user-

based features 

Proposed model (ABC) 2022 CNN, auto-encoder user-based requiring annotated labels, long 

execution time  
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3. Auto-Encoding Bilinear Classifier  

3.1 Motivation 

Feature extraction is well known as an indispensable part of spam detection, and it has a direct impact 

on the final performance of any models. As the summary in Table 2, existing methods are mostly based on 

variant hand-crafted features, which are extracted with prior knowledge and expert experience. Automatic 

representation learning has also dominated diverse fields, with the rise of deep learning. Motivated by 

the work in [16], we treat raw manufactured features as the global information, and employ convolution 

kernels with different sizes to extract the local information as the supplementary features. It is distinct 

from the process in [16], where a sliding window with fixed size was exploited for local feature extraction. 

In addition, spam detection is mostly considered as a classification task, and the classifiers are applied 

in an end-to-end manner, where the intermediate process is hard to be understood. We propose to identify 

the spam data according to reconstruction errors, and employ a bilinear mapping layer to capture the pair-

wise error between the reconstructed representation and raw inputs. To increase the reconstruction error 

for easier identification, we employ the auto-encoder architecture to learn the normal pattern, and design 

the cosine reconstruction loss for encouraging the model pattern to be close to the normal sample pattern, 

while to be away from the spam one. 

 

3.2 Spam Detection Framework 

As shown in Fig. 1, a common framework of spam detection consists of four modules, including data 

collection, feature representation, spam detection, and result evaluation. Data collection is the most basic 

and vital part of the whole framework. Twitter allows to access tweets and some account-related attributes 

with the official Twitter API. The requested data are stored in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format 

and Twitter API provides four objects: Tweets, Users, Entities, and Places. Each object has several related 

attributes, in which Tweets contain the basic information of each tweet, such as the created date, the 

number of retweets and like. Users are attributes related to the account, including the number of 

followings, followers, etc. Entities provide the features related to the contents of each tweet and other 

information extracted from the content. Places refer to the location of each account, but this attribute can 

be modified easily. Some users might be unwilling to present their real location for security consideration, 

so the location is not usually used for spam detection. But the location of users is valuable for other 

services. For example, Zheng et al. [35] utilized twitter's location to predict the future location and 

recommend the points of interest (POI). The accounts of Twitter are usually public which means most 

information related to users could be accessed by Twitter API, but some users can hide their tweets or 

accounts that are called protected accounts. For those protected accounts, it is difficult to collect detailed 

information about Tweets, but some attributes of Users can still be accessed. Considering the limitation 

of protected accounts, user-based features are selected for spam detection in our works. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Common framework of spam detection. 
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3.3 Feature Construction 

Social Honeypot dataset was collected by Lee et al. [17] during December 30, 2009 to August 2, 2010. 

The samples are manually labeled as polluter and legitimate. The records of each account are stored in 

three files: “content_following.txt,” “content_tweets.txt,” and “content.txt.” In our experiments, we select 

all features in “content.txt” and construct new features as the supplement of user-based features. The 

original features are: user id, account created date, collection date, the number of followings, followers, 

tweets, the length of screen names and profiles. Four extended features are constructed for better spam 

detection. Notice that, all the denominators are added with an integer to avoid the invalid division which 

also conforms to the Dirichlet uncertainty assumption. The additional extended features are as follows. 

(1) Age: The age of each account is the days during creating date to January 1, 2019. 

(2) Reputation: It is the ratio of the number of followers to the total number of followings and followers: 

 

Reputation = 
#𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 + 1

#𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 + #𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 2
 (1) 

 

(3) FF-ratio: The ratio of followings and followers is exploited to identify spammers as discussed in 

previous sections. Spammers usually follow a large of users randomly, but they cannot obtain others’ 

following. Therefore, this characteristic is selected to evaluate the authenticity of the accounts. 

 

FF-ratio = 
#𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 1

#𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 + 1
 (2) 

 

(4) Freq-tweet: It refers to the frequency of daily tweet publishing and can be obtained from the number 

of tweets and date interval. A spammer usually publishes a large number of duplicated tweets and the 

frequency will be much higher than the legal ones. 

 

Freq-tweet = 
#𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡

𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡_𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 − 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒_𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒
 (3) 

 

 
Fig. 2. Correlation coefficients of pair-wise features. 
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Social Honeypot dataset is extended by four constructed features and the correlations of pair-wise 

features are visualized in Fig. 2. The correlation coefficient is an attribute value ranging from -1 to +1. 

Positive correlation coefficient means two features are positively correlated and the increase of one 

feature will cause the increase of the other one. In contrary, negative correlation coefficient indicates the 

increase of one feature will cause a decrease of the other one. As shown in Fig. 2, higher absolute 

correlation scores with target label (“is_polluter”) are the number of followings, the length of screen 

names, the length of profile texts, age, reputation, and FF-ratio. Age and reputation have the highest 

correlation scores and they are both negative values. The number of followings is significantly correlated 

with the target label, while the number of followers is not. This phenomenon suggests that spammers 

could buy followers from third-party websites or follow each other to increase the number of followers. 

According to the correlations between features, the profile of a twitter spammer can be summarized as: 

the account usually is just registered, using long account name and profile description (e.g., some 

meaningless or duplicate characters), and randomly following a large number of users. 

 

3.4 Classifier Design 

The auto-encoding bilinear classifier is proposed for spam detection and the architecture of the 

classifier is shown in Fig. 3. It is composed of local feature extraction, auto-encoder, bilinear mapping, 

and feed forward network. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Architecture of the auto-encoding bilinear classifier. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Distinct local features are extracted by multiple convolution kernels with different size. 

 

Tan et al. [16] utilized a sliding window to extract local information after feature construction. The 

sliding window is essentially a special one-dimensional convolution kernel which is usually applied for 

sequential data. As shown in Fig. 4, convolution kernels with different sizes can extract distinct local 

information and multiple convolution kernels are employed for local feature extraction. 
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Given the training samples 𝑋 = {𝑥1, 𝑥2, ⋯ , 𝑥𝑛} ∈ ℝ𝑚×𝑛 and target labels 𝑌 = {𝑦1, 𝑦2, ⋯ , 𝑦𝑛} ∈ ℝ𝑛 , 

each sample has m features 𝑥𝑖 ∈ ℝ𝑚 and 𝑦𝑖 ∈ {0,1} indicates it is a binary classification problem. In our 

experiments, the stride length and channel number are fixed to 1 with zero padded. k convolution kernels 

{𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣1, 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣2, ⋯ , 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑘} with corresponding size {𝑙1, 𝑙2, ⋯ , 𝑙𝑘} are utilized for local feature extraction. 

For convolution kernel 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑖, the dimension of extracted local feature is 𝑚 − 𝑙𝑖 + 1. 

All the results output from multiple convolution kernels are concatenated as the local feature 

representation that is input into the auto-encoder with original features. The auto-encoder is expected to 

model only the distribution of normal samples that means it can correctly reconstruct normal samples 

while having higher reconstruction error for spam samples. The bilinear mapping is utilized to project 

origin and reconstructed representations into the same vector space for better pair-wise comparison. A 

new vector representation carrying error information is generated from bilinear mapping layer for further 

spam detection. Then, the feed forward network, composed by stacked fully connected layers, is 

employed to identify spam data. The output result is activated by sigmoid function considering it is a 

binary classification problem. 

 

𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠_𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 𝑦𝑖𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑖 ′) − (1 − 𝑦𝑖)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑖 ′) (4) 

 

The cosine reconstruction loss is designed for the optimization of the auto-encoder as shown in 

Equation (4), where 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑖 ′)  denotes the cosine similarity between origin representation 𝑥𝑖  and 

reconstructed representation 𝑥𝑖 ′. The auto-encoder is expected to correctly reconstruct input sample 𝑥𝑖 

when the sample is normal 𝑦𝑖 = 0. In contrary, a low cosine similarity is expected when 𝑦𝑖 = 1. The 

cross entropy is employed as the discrimination loss as follows: 

 

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑖_𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = −𝑦𝑖 𝑙𝑜𝑔 �̂�𝑖 − (1 − 𝑦𝑖) 𝑙𝑜𝑔( 1 − �̂�𝑖) (5) 

 

where �̂�𝑖 is the prediction result. Finally, the objective of the whole model is to minimize the loss: 

 

𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛  
1

𝑛
∑ 𝑦𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

(𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑖 ′) − 𝑙𝑜𝑔 �̂�𝑖) − (1 − 𝑦𝑖)(𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑖 ′) + 𝑙𝑜𝑔( 1 − �̂�𝑖)) (6) 

 

The pseudo-code of training process is show in Algorithm 1. And all the symbols mentioned in this 

section are summarized in Table 3. 

 

Algorithm 1 Model training with cosine reconstruction loss 

Input: training set X and target labels Y 

Output: ABC model  

 1:  While not convergence do 

 2:      for each sample (xi, yi) in training set do 

 3:          construct local features with convolution kernels {conv1, … , convk} 

 4:          concatenate raw and local features 

 5:          generate reconstructed representation ix   

 6:          calculate cosine similarity ( , )i icos x x   

 7:          predict the label ˆ
iy  

 8:          calculate reconstruction and discrimination loss as equation (4) and (5) 

 9:          optimize the model according to the objective function in equation (6) 

10:      end for 

11:  end while 
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Table 3. Summary of symbols 

Symbol Value type Description 

X, Y matrix The sample set, and the corresponding target labels 

m, n scalar The amount of samples, and the dimension of raw features 

xi, yi vector A record and its label from sample set 

convi function A convolution kernel for local feature extraction 

li scalar The size of i-th convolution kernel 

k scalar The number of convolution kernels 

xi’ vector Reconstructed representation from the auto-encoder 

cos function A function to measure the similarity of two vectors 

�̂�𝑖 vector The prediction result of model 

 

4. Performance Analysis 

Honeypot and 6 Million datasets are employed to evaluate the proposed method. All the codes are 

written in Python 3.6 and PyTorch 1.4.0 is utilized as the deep learning framework. All machine learning 

algorithms are implemented by SciKit-Learn 0.21.3. The experiments are conducted on Ubuntu 18.04, 

Intel Core i9-9900K CPU @3.6 GHZ ×16 processors and GeForce RTX 2080 GPU are utilized to 

accelerate the training of neural networks. 

To compare different spam detection algorithms, we utilize accuracy, precision, recall, F1-score, and 

AUC as the metrics. For binary classification problems, the classification results are evaluated by four 

metrics. True positive (TP) is the number of correctly labeled positive samples and true negative (TN) is 

the number of correctly labeled negative samples. False positive (FP) and false negative (FN) present the 

number of incorrectly identified negative and positive samples. These metrics can be combined as other 

efficient metrics according to Equations (7)–(11). 

 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 (7) 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
 (8) 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙/𝑇𝑃𝑅 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 (9) 

𝐹1 =
2 × 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 × 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
 (10) 

𝐹𝑃𝑅 =
𝐹𝑃

𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
 (11) 

 

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve can measure the changing of classification performance 

with different thresholds. It accepts the positive probability generated from classifiers and draws a curve 

by false positive rate (FPR) and true positive rate (TPR). The area under ROC curve is denoted as AUC 

which is exploited as a comprehensive metric in classification tasks. 

The structure details of our proposed model are shown in Table 4, which is designed for 5k-random 

dataset as an example. FC module is a concatenation of fully connected layer, batch normalization layer, 

ReLu activation layer and dropout layer. The number of input neurons and convolution kernels will be 

adjusted for different datasets. 
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Table 4. Model structure details of ABC for 5k-random dataset 

Layer Setting # parameters Notes 

Conv1d*5 kernel size = 2 3×5 
Feature extraction 

Conv1d*5 kernel size = 3 4×5 

FC module output units = 128 15104+256 

Encoder FC module output units = 64 8256+128 

FC module output units = 10 650+20 

FC module output units = 64 704+128 

Decoder 
FC module output units = 128 8320+256 

Linear output units = 12 1548 

Sigmoid activation function 0 

Bilinear output units = 128 18560 Bilinear mapping 

FC module output units = 64 8256+1280 

Forward network Linear output units = 1 65 

Sigmoid activation function 0 

Total - 62414 - 

 

4.1 Experiments on Honeypot Dataset 

Firstly, different detection methods are evaluated with Social Honeypot dataset. Five original features 

and four extended features are extracted for spam detection as shown in Fig. 2. There are 22223 spammers 

in Honeypot, but the user ids of some legitimate records are repeated. After removing duplicate records, 

19232 legitimates are remained in the dataset. 

As the summary in Table 2, current studies about spam detection are conducted on different datasets 

and feature sets. Due to the difficulty of accessing original source codes and datasets of these methods, 

we compare the proposed model (ABC) with the basic models in recent studies, with little modification 

for fitting our datasets. The scripts using in this study are publicly available in GitHub 

(https://github.com/zhangsunny/Twitter-Spam-Detection). 

The Adam optimizer is utilized for parameter updating with a learning rate of 0.01. The training steps 

are fixed to 500 and the batch size is 1024. The number of neurons in the middle layer of the auto-encoder 

is 10. Other hyper-parameters of ABC are shown in Table 5. As introduced in Section 3, multiple 

convolution kernels are employed to extract local features. Convolution kernels with small size are 

preferred, because multiple smaller convolution kernels can replace the larger one, and reduce the number 

of parameters significantly. The stride length and channel number are fixed to 1. The kernel size is 

adjusted for different datasets. b convolution kernels with size a are denoted as [a]×b in the column of 

kernel size. A linear kernel is employed in SVM and other parameters keep default settings. The 

parameters of other classifiers from SciKit-Learn module also follow the default settings. 

To evaluate the extended features, all the models are training with the original and extended datasets. 

They are split into the training set and testing set in the ratio of 6:4. The detailed classification results are 

shown in Tables 6 and 7. 

 

Table 6. Classification performances on original Honeypot dataset 

Basic model Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score AUC Execution time (s) 

ABC 88.45 88.23 90.53 89.37 94.61 283.27 

KNN 85.41 86.74 86.93 86.33 90.92 0.75 

DT [16] 85.57 86.31 86.87 86.59 85.49 0.07 

NB [30] 53.65 53.63 99.93 69.80 76.52 0.02 

SVM [31] 70.14 72.76 73.48 73.12 78.71 52.90 

CNN [33] 88.37 88.70 89.74 89.22 94.52 157.54 
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Table 7. Classification performances on extended Honeypot dataset 

Basic model Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score AUC Execution time (s) 

ABC 96.09 96.06 96.67 96.37 99.58 (5.25%↑) 294.52 

KNN 84.30 87.61 82.36 84.91 91.04 (0.13%↑) 1.13 

DT [16] 94.20 94.95 94.18 94.57 94.20 (10.19%↑) 0.11 

NB [30] 69.30 64.05 97.41 77.28 88.17 (15.22%↑) 0.03 

SVM [31] 85.91 87.57 85.90 86.73 92.45 (17.46%↑) 38.98 

CNN [33] 92.73 97.64 88.58 92.89 98.60 (4.32%↑) 159.35 

 

According to the experimental results on original and extended honeypot dataset, ABC has the best 

performances on different classification metrics. It is significant that all the classifiers have an 

improvement on extended dataset, and the performance of SVM has obtained the maximum promotion. 

The kernel function is employed in SVM to project samples into a high dimension space for linearly 

separable, and the essence of decision tree is feature subspace partition. The extended features have 

provided more discriminative information from different views to help identify spam data. However, the 

F1-score of KNN is reduced on extended dataset. Euclidean distance is employed in KNN to measure the 

difference between samples, and it equates the contributions of different features, that cannot meet the 

actual requirements. The results of KNN also illustrate the importance of further representation learning 

on the basis of hand-crafted features. 

 

4.2 Experiments on 6 Million Dataset  

The second dataset, denoted as 6 Million, is employed for evaluation and analysis. The comparative 

experiments are conducted on two selected sub-datasets of 6 Million, named 5k-continuous and 5k-

random. There are 10,000 records in each dataset, including 5,000 spam samples. The former is 

continuously collected from the whole dataset, while the latter is randomly selected. Each record has 12 

features. Since 6 Million dataset is mainly collected for detecting spam tweets, user-based and content-

based features are combined, in which the first six features are about the basic information of twitter 

account and the last six features are extracted from the content of each tweet. 

 

Table 8. Performances on 5k-continuous dataset 

Basic model Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score AUC Execution time (s) 

ABC 89.35 91.42 86.85 89.08 95.68 80.11 

KNN 85.82 86.76 84.55 85.64 91.95 0.29 

MRF [10] 87.92 90.41 84.85 87.54 94.75 326.18 

DT [16] 92.15 92.36 91.90 92.13 92.15 0.02 

NB [30] 73.70 69.59 84.20 76.20 78.13 0.01 

SVM [31] 76.08 71.72 86.10 78.25 81.87 3.41 

CNN [33] 84.27 82.44 87.10 84.71 93.08 39.33 

 

Table 9. Performances on 5k-random dataset 

Basic model Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score AUC Execution time (s) 

ABC 79.15 79.30 78.90 79.10 87.61 80.17 

KNN 73.68 72.64 75.95 74.26 80.80 0.38 

MRF [10] 76.72 75.61 78.90 77.22 85.02 248.01 

DT [16] 78.15 77.73 78.90 78.31 78.15 0.03 

NB [30] 63.75 65.01 59.55 62.16 69.25 0.01 

SVM [31] 65.50 62.76 76.25 68.85 69.59 4.39 

CNN [33] 77.00 74.06 83.10 78.32 83.86 38.06 
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All the features are scaled into [0, 1] by the min-max normalization for better decoding. Four datasets 

are split into training and testing set in the ratio of 6:4. The experimental results are shown in Tables 8 

and 9. It is clear that 5k-random dataset is more difficult for binary classification than 5k-continuous 

dataset. For 5k-continuous dataset, decision tree has the highest F1-score, while ABC has the highest 

AUC value. For 5k-random dataset, our proposed method has the best performances for all classification 

metrics. Considering the classification difficulty of 5k-random dataset, ABC is more suitable for complex 

modeling problem. 

 

4.3 Reconstruction Visualization 

In our proposed model, the auto-encoder is employed to model the distribution of normal pattern and 

generate reconstructed representation for further classification task. Besides, the cosine reconstruction 

loss is proposed to optimize the objective function that increases the similarity between original and 

reconstructed representations for normal labels, while reinforce the difference for spam ones. Therefore, 

the reconstruction error is higher enough to be utilized as an indicator for spam detection. 

To evaluate the effect of the auto-encoder and cosine reconstruction loss, 1,000 samples for normal 

and spam labels selected from 5k-random dataset are input into the auto-encoder to collect reconstructed 

vector representations. T-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (TSNE) [36], a well-known 

manifold learning tool, is performed on reconstructed representations to embed them into a two-

dimensional vector space. As shown in Fig. 5, there is a clear difference between normal and spam data 

distribution after learning reconstructed representations, while two categories of samples without 

reconstruction are mixed and unstructured. This phenomenon proves the auto-encoder can increase the 

distribution distances between different categories of samples via the optimization of cosine 

reconstruction loss. The corresponding classification results in Tables 8 and 9 also prove the effectiveness 

of the auto-encoder and cosine reconstruction loss. 

 

 
                             (a) (b) 

Fig. 5. Visualization for (a) reconstructed and (b) original data distributions by TSNE. 

 

4.4 Ablation Study 

As described above, the bilinear layer is employed to model the pairwise interactions and capture the 

difference between the reconstructed and original representation. The ablation experiments are performed 

to analysis the necessity of bilinear layer with a replacement of simple concatenating operation (denoted 

as concat). We also evaluate the impact of global and local features by different combinations, as shown 

in Table 10. 

Compared with the concatenating operation, the bilinear mapping can improve the performance, 

whether the local, global, or their combined features are employed. Especially when there are only local 

features, the increase on F1-score is significant. It is also observed that the combination of 
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global+local+concat has worse results than that of global+concat and global+bilinear. Although the local 

features are provided, the concatenating operation cannot make full use of supplementary information, 

even the increase of feature dimensions may reduce the performance of classifier. But when the bilinear 

layer is exploited, the improvement is observed, that illustrates the positive impact and necessity of 

bilinear mapping. 

In addition, it can be found from the empiric results that the global features have more clues about the 

task than the local features, when two types of features are employed separately. The local feature does 

provide additional information different from that carried with global feature, but the abundant features 

require more suitable architecture for refining, such as the bilinear layer. This phenomenon is also 

consistent with our motivation, i.e., extracting the local feature as a supplement for the global feature. 

 

Table 10. Ablation experiments on four datasets 

Method 
Original Honeypot Extended Honeypot 5k-random 5k-continous 

F1-score AUC F1-score AUC F1-score AUC F1-score AUC 

local+concat 74.99 91.48 89.45 98.27 72.29 78.81 84.96 94.55 

local+bilinear 86.67 94.20 89.81 98.72 77.44 85.11 88.02 95.05 

global+concat 88.55 94.26 95.01 99.01 77.04 85.42 88.28 94.91 

global+bilinear 88.68 94.59 96.05 99.24 79.04 86.28 88.37 95.43 

global+local+concat 88.11 94.09 90.98 98.36 77.57 84.07 78.70 88.21 

global+local+bilinear 89.37 94.61 96.37 99.58 79.10 87.61 89.08 95.68 

 

4.5 Parameter Analysis 

The auto-encoder has a compression process of information, where the input features are refined to 

retain the task-relevant information, while discard the noises. The number of middle neurons has a direct 

impact on this process. A small number of middle neurons may cause the loss of necessary information, 

and a large number of that could keep irrelevant information into the intermediate representation, which 

would hamper the recognition of classifiers. Convolution kernels are employed for local feature 

extraction in our study, and the number of kernels also has a vital impact on the model performance. 

Therefore, we have conducted the experiments to evaluate the impact of two parameters on execution 

time and AUC metric, as shown in Fig. 6. 

 

 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 6. Parameter analysis for (a) convolutional kernels and (b) the number of middle neurons. 
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Fig. 6(a) have illustrated the impact of kernel number. The execution time is positively and linearly 

correlated with the number of kernels. Although the convolution operation is a time-consuming process, 

it has a parallel implementation in PyTorch framework, which can accelerate this process. According to 

Fig. 6(b), there is no direct relationship between the number of middle neurons and execution time. 

Because execution time usually has a positive correlation with the number of parameters. The increase 

of middle neurons is insignificant, compared with the overall number of model parameters. 

For 5k-random dataset, AUC value is sensitive to the setting of two parameters, while it is more stable 

for 5k-continuous dataset. Considering the classification difficulty of two datasets, it is concluded that 

two parameters should be adjusted carefully for difficult dataset. The number of kernels and neurons 

should be reduced, while ensuring the classification performance. 

 

4.6 Discussion 

Through the qualitative and quantitative experiments in this section, the performance of our proposed 

model has been evaluated and proved. Compared with existing methods based on different models, here 

are some conclusions from the empiric results: 

(1) When the sophisticated manufactured features are available, classic machine learning methods can 

achieve competitive performance with deep learning methods. And under the same condition, machine 

learning methods usually have less execution time, while deep learning methods require multi-round 

iterative optimization. 

(2) Deep learning methods can simplify the process of feature extraction, training and inference, but 

they depend heavily on the quality and quantity of training samples. Under ideal conditions, deep learning 

methods have stronger ability of representation learning and pattern recognition, which make it more 

suitable for complex modeling problem. 

(3) Although automatic representation learning has dominated in the community, feature engineering 

still plays an important role in spam detection. Manufactured features and automatic representation 

learning can jointly improve the performance with appropriate architectures. 

 

5. Conclusion 

In this work, we propose the auto-encoding bilinear classifier to detect twitter spam based on the 

reconstruction error. Firstly, multiple convolution kernels are employed for local feature extraction and 

provide supplementary information from different views. Then, the local and global features are input 

into the auto-encoder for learning the reconstructed representation. The auto-encoder is expected to 

capture the patterns of normal data, and reconstructed correctly the original input sample if it meets the 

normal pattern. Consequently, the difference between the original and reconstructed representation is an 

indicator for spam detection. The bilinear mapping is utilized to capture the pairwise difference between 

reconstructed and original representations. A feed forward network, composed by stacked fully connected 

layers, is employed to identify spam data according to the evidence from bilinear mapping. Empiric 

results on Social Honeypot and 6 Million Spam Tweets datasets have demonstrated our proposed model 

have better performances on several classification metrics. 

However, our method relies on the supervised information from labels. There are massive unlabeled 

data existing in social network, and the manual tagging process is time-consuming and labor-intensive. 

In future work, we plan to introduce a deep generative model and explore the unsupervised method based 

on graph theory for social network security. 
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